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Creating for Personal Growth
Creativity requires us to be vulnerable
and take responsible risks:
✓ Manage and communicate emotions in
unpredictable situations,
✓ Developing empathy for other
perspectives,
“Vulnerability is . . .
the birthplace of joy,
of creativity, of
belonging, of love.”
~Brene Brown

✓ Striving for personal and performance
goals,
✓ Experimenting with responsible and
respectful decisions.
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The Bob Ross Pledge
The brainstorms gather, and now my draft begins!

I solemnly swear to create like a Ross.
I shalt not say “mine sucks” or throw my art
across the room. I shall revise, revise, revise.

I shall embrace the awkward, enjoy the absurd,
and see every mistake as a happy accident.
I shall always affirm the creative risks of others
and of myself. If I do not, I shall repeat a creative
affirmation three times to make amends.
I hereby pledge my optimism to my creative
endeavors this day and all the days to come.
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Affirmations for Creativity
1. I am making special and
unique things from my
mind.

6. I am open to share my
views and ideas with the
world.

2. I am finding the artist that
is in me with every draft.

7. I believe we can all become
more creative.

3. I am sharing my
perspective when I create.

8. I have creative potential.

4. I can see the world with
new eyes when I create.
5. Creativity is good for me.

9. I am excited to see what I
end up creating.
“It's the repetition of affirmations that leads
to belief. And once that belief becomes a
deep conviction, things begin to happen.”
~Muhammad Ali

10. I am not letting anything
stop me from being
creative.
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Creating for Joy
Demonstrations of life
being interesting and
enjoyable.

Use novel or original
ideas students use
during recess,
extracurricular or
social activities.

✓ Be and feel silly
✓ Practice appropriate

✓ Time to tinker

humor

✓ Create things

✓ Experiment with social
and emotional risk
taking

✓ Engage as many of the
five senses as possible

✓ VPA strategies
Creativity is intelligence
having fun.
~Anonymous

How are you learning
when you are having
the most fun?
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SCAMPER
SCAMPER is an acronym for a creative brainstorming tool. Click on one of the
images below to learn about the acronym and see how it inspires brainstorming.
Click on the image to the left to
learn about SCAMPER.
Then, click on the image to the
right AND go to page 13 to see
how Sarah Pack “SCAMPER’ed”
the SCAMPER questions from
MindTools for an ELA unit.
How might you SCAMPER the
SCAMPER questions for your class?
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Choice Board for SCAMPER
Try out the SCAMPER brainstorming tool by selecting one of the tasks below to
complete. Be ready to share your brainstorming in a breakout group!
SCAMPER
Show & Tell

SCAMPER
Story Time

Take a hike! Set a timer and walk
around for five minutes. Look for
something interesting or take a
picture of something interesting.
Then, come back and choose a set
of SCAMPER questions from the
previous page to help you either
re-design the object for a new
purpose or to help you create a
story about the object.

SCAMPER
STEM Forge

SCAMPER
Symbols

Go to: https://sharpen.design/
Use the app above to get a
random role, audience, and format
for a STEM design challenge.
Select your favorite Disney or
Pixar movie.
Use the SCAMPER questions on
page 13 of this document to help
you create a new movie!

Want more whimsical and
eccentric design challenges? Get a
random design challenge from the
What Should I Design app instead:
www.whatshouldidesign.com/

Go to dafont.com and check out
different styles of fonts that are
offered there.
Then complete the 36 Days of
Type challenge here:
https://www.36daysoftype.com/
Or do this same challenge, but
with mathematical notations!
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Freeze Frame Tableaux
Click on the video below to learn
about using freeze frame
tableaux in the classroom:

When might this be a good
strategy to use?

✓ Learning sequences and
structures

✓ Interpreting figurative language
or the significance of details

✓ Analyzing developments or
changes

✓ Increasing memory formation
and retention

✓ Supplementing a think-aloud
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A Freeze Frame Menu
A Freeze Frame Tableaux is an excellent example of a strategy that allows us
to create for joy across the disciplines.
Choose a group of 3-4 people to work with or work individually. Then, click on
one of the content area stickers below to learn how to create your own freeze
frame tableaux for that content area.
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A Math Tableaux
Follow these instructions to complete your freeze frame tableaux:

1.

2.

Choose one of the story
problems to solve and transform
it into a freeze frame tableaux by
clicking here.
Review the techniques for
creating a successful tableaux by
watching the video below.

3.

Decide if you will perform a live
tableaux or take pictures and present it
as a PowerPoint.

4.

The tableaux must meet these
requirements:

✓
✓
✓
✓

Everyone must participate at least once.
There must be at least one narrator for
each freeze frame.
You must have no less than 3 and no more
than 10 frames.
The tableaux must present the problem
and your solution to the problem.
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Menu of Math Tableaux Prompts
The freeze frames should present the story problem and the solution. The narration
should use academic vocabulary to explain how the group arrived at that solution.
Grades
K-2

Grades
3-5

Grades
6-8

Grades
9-12

Beth has 12 teddy
bears. Beth shares
her bears equally
with her 2 best
friends. How many
bears does each
girl get to play
with?

Gregory’s nine
chickens laid an
average of six eggs
per week. Gregory
sold those eggs for
$3 per dozen. How
much money could
he collect this year
if he sold all the
eggs?

Choose your three
favorite ice cream
flavors. If you want
a cone with two
dips, how many
different
combinations of
flavors could you
have?

A merchant can
place 8 large boxes
or 10 small boxes
into a carton for
shipping. In one
shipment, he sent
a total of 96 boxes.
If there are more
large boxes than
small boxes, how
many cartons did
he ship?

Other
Options
Select a story
problem or math
riddle from your
existing materials
or required
curriculum.
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An ELA Tableaux
Follow these instructions to complete your freeze frame tableaux:

1.

2.

Choose one of the poems to
interpret and transform it into a
freeze frame tableaux by clicking
here.
Review the techniques for
creating a successful tableaux by
watching the video below.

3.

Decide if you will perform a live
tableaux or take pictures and present it
as a PowerPoint.

4.

The tableaux must meet these
requirements:

✓
✓
✓
✓

Everyone must participate at least once.
There must be at least one narrator for
each freeze frame.
You must have no less than 3 and no more
than 10 frames.
The tableaux must present the poem and
your interpretation of the poem’s theme.
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Menu of ELA Tableaux Prompts
The freeze frames should present the poem*. The narration should read the words of
the poem verbatim and with the appropriate emotional inflections. The narration
does not have to explain your group’s interpretations, but everyone in the group
should be prepared to explain how the group interpreted the symbols, tones and/or
who choose a K-2 text may want to explore how to use the freeze
themes of the poem after the performance. *Teachers
frame tableaux to analyze new vocabulary instead of interpreting an entire poem.
Grades
K-2*

Grades
3-5

Grades
6-8

Grades
9-12

Other
Options

• “We Wear The
Mask” by Paul
Laurence
Dunbar

• “Deliberate” by
Amy Uyematsu

Select a poem or a
passage with
figurative language
from your existing
materials or from
your required
curriculum.

• “The Little
Plant” by Kate
Brown

• “Poem” by
Langston
Hughes

• “Fog” by Carl
Sandburg

• “I’m Nobody!
Who are you?”
by Emily
Dickinson

• “Introduction
To Poetry” By
Billy Collins

• “The Eagle” by
Alfred, Lord
Tennyson

• “Fairy-tale
Logic” by A.E.
Stallings

• “Ladies First”
by Shel
Silverstein

• “Bilingual/
Bilingüe” by
Rhina Espaillat
• “Song of the
Powers” by
David Mason
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A Social Studies Tableaux
Follow these instructions to complete your freeze frame tableaux:

1.

2.

Choose one of the social studies
questions to answer and
transform it into a freeze frame
tableaux by clicking here.
Review the techniques for
creating a successful tableaux by
watching the video below.

3.

Decide if you will perform a live
tableaux or take pictures and present it
as a PowerPoint.

4.

The tableaux must meet these
requirements:

✓
✓
✓
✓

Everyone must participate at least once.
There must be at least one narrator for
each freeze frame.
You must have no less than 3 and no more
than 10 frames.
The tableaux must present your answer
and evidence to support your answer.
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Menu of Social Studies Tableaux
The freeze frames should present the answer to the question and the facts used to
arrive at that answer. The narration should make a strong claim and present facts to
support the group’s reasoning. The narration does not have to cite sources, but
everyone in the group should be prepared to cite their sources after the presentation.
Grades
K-2
• What is the
difference
between an
urban,
suburban, and
rural place?
• What tribes live
near me?

Grades
3-5

Grades
6-8

Grades
9-12

Other
Options

• What does
“fair” look like?

• How was
political power
exercised
differently in
different places
and eras?

• What are the
costs and
benefits of
isolationism vs.
expansionism?

• Select a
discussion
question that
requires
students to cite
historical facts
and events to
support their
claims from
your existing
materials or
required
curriculum.

• What are the
functions of the
three branches
of the United
States
government?

• What
geographic
features make
this state an
attractive
trading partner?

• What are the
most important
responsibilities
of civic
participation?
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A Science Tableaux
Follow these instructions to complete your freeze frame tableaux:

1.

2.

Choose one of the science
questions listed and transform
your answer into a freeze frame
tableaux by clicking here.
Review the techniques for
creating a successful tableaux by
watching the video below.

3.

Decide if you will perform a live
tableaux or take pictures and present it
as a PowerPoint.

4.

The tableaux must meet these
requirements:

✓
✓
✓
✓

Everyone must participate at least once.
There must be at least one narrator for
each freeze frame.
You must have no less than 3 and no more
than 10 frames.
The tableaux must present your answer
and evidence used to support your claim.
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Menu of Science Tableaux
The freeze frames should present the answer to the question and the facts used to
arrive at that answer. The narration should make a strong claim and present facts to
support the group’s reasoning. The narration does not have to cite sources, but
everyone in the group should be prepared to cite their sources after the presentation.
Grades
K-2
• How do
weather
patterns
change during
each season?
• What is the
relationship
between your
favorite animal
and its habitat?

Grades
3-5
• How do
geosphere,
biosphere,
hydrosphere,
and/or
atmosphere
interact?
• What do life
cycles have in
common?

Grades
6-8

Grades
9-12

Other
Options

• What causes a
natural disaster
to occur? You
choose the type
of natural
disaster.

• What is the role
of cell division
in producing
and maintaining
complex
organisms?

• Select a science
comprehension
question from
your existing
materials or
required
curriculum.

• What two body
systems do you
find most
interesting?
How do they
interact?

• How does
water affect
earth materials
and surface
processes?
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Creating for Motivation
Motivation to Perform

What are students’
motivations?

✓ External Indications

✓ Performance and/or

of Success

Mastery?

✓ Seeking and Providing
Feedback from Others

Account for different
types of motivations:

Motivation to Master

✓ Internal Indications of
Success

✓ Seeking incremental
growth and progress

✓ “Personal Relevance”

✓ Are public displays
“The aim of art is to represent
not the outward appearance of
things, but their inward
significance.”
~Aristotle

required or optional?

✓ When can incomplete
products be evidence
of learning?
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Voice and Choice = Relevance
Click on the images to the left to

review the voice and choice frameworks
developed by Barbara Bray and Kathleen
McClaskey.
Then, consider two questions:

✓ How might you use these frameworks to
develop assignment menus or product
choice boards?

✓ Would more students be motivated to
learn if you developed and used these
frameworks for menus/choice boards?
Be prepared to discuss in small groups.
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Identity and Motivation
Read the passage below about an identity-based

motivation framework:
Although people experience their identities as mattering, stable, and always on the
mind, people actually have multiple identities, and what these identities imply is not
invariant but flexibly attuned to features of the immediate situation. This flexible
attunement, called dynamic construction, is a strength, not a design flaw. It means
that people can flexibly engage with their worlds, focusing on the meaningful and
shifting attention away from the trivial. It means that memory is the servant rather
than the master of identity. At the same time, not all contexts are equal. If contexts
imply that ease means triviality and difficulty means impossibility, then people will
feel less confident in accessible identities and pursue tasks at hand with less rigor.
Oyserman, Lewis, Yan, Fisher, Casey O‘Donnell and Horowitz (2017, p. 145-146)

Then, privately reflect on these questions:

✓
✓

What were your most memorable and meaningful learning experiences (as a student or a teacher)?
Are identities more influential on learning experiences, or are learning experiences more
influential on our identities?

Be prepared to share your thinking to the second question in breakout groups.
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Ways to Look at Identity
Big Idea

Across the Disciplines

Over Time

Multiple Perspectives

Click the image to learn about
your creativity type.

Click the images below to learn how
literature and advertising view identity.

Click the images below to learn about
current and ancient frameworks for identity.

Take the Meyers-Briggs test. View your
results through a pop-culture lens.
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Context of a Highly Capable Learner

INTRODUCTION TO THE DEBATE: To say that highly capable learners exist in all

populations of people suggests that “giftedness” is an innate part of nature. However,
others claim that highly capable learners are not just those who demonstrate advanced
abilities, but those who demonstrate potential for advanced achievement, implying that
“giftedness” is nurtured over time.

The literature suggests that “giftedness” is both innate in nature and nurtured over time,
but does this create a paradox about the identities of our highly capable learners and how
to identify them? What do we really mean when we say someone is highly capable?
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Defining a Highly Capable Learner
INSTRUCTIONS: This question requires you to

synthesize a variety of sources into a definition of a
highly capable learner and create a visual portrait of a
highly capable learner.
Carefully read the sources listed on the right. Then,
develop your definition of a highly capable learner.
You may continue to revise your definition as you
create the portrait, but you must submit your final
definition with a piece of artwork that is inspired by
your definition when we meet tomorrow—
even if you feel your draft is
incomplete or stills need work!

THE SOURCES:

1) Legal Definition of a
Highly Capable Learner

2) “High Achiever, Gifted
Learner, Creative Thinker”
3) “CLED Scales”
4) “100 Words of Wisdom”
5) “Genius Child”
6) Bonnie learns Mary is
Gifted
24

Portrait of a Highly Capable Learner
“Art is a line around your thoughts.” ~Gustav Klimt

INTRODUCTION TO THE ART: Commit to using at least one of the art styles below to

create your portrait of a highly capable learner. Choose the style(s) based on your personal
tastes, which you are most interested in learning more about, or which style you think may be
the best at communicating your definition. Click an image below to start exploring an art style!
Option 1:

Option 2:

Option 3:

Explore Perspectives with Cubism

Get Surreal with Miro

Go Gaga for Dada!
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Explore Perspectives and Cubism!
1)

Click the video below to learn about Cubism!

2) Then, choose one way to get your art started:
“Weeping Woman”
Pablo Picasso
1937
Oil on Canvas
Cubism

✓ Do it yourself.
✓ “Roll a Picasso” to get started. Then, add
colors and details that correspond to your
definition of a highly capable learner.
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Get Surreal with Miro!
1)

Click the video below to learn about Miro!

2) Then, choose one way to get your art started:
“Dancer”
Joan Miro
1925
Oil on Canvas
Surrealism

✓ Do it yourself.
✓ “Roll a Miro” to get started. Then, add
colors and details that correspond to your
definition of a highly capable learner.
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Go Gaga for Dada!
1)

Click the video below to learn about Cubism!

2) Then, choose one way to get your art started:
“Weeping Woman”
Pablo Picasso
1937
Oil on Canvas
Cubism

✓ Go on a walk until you find three things with
which to start a collage/photocollage.
✓ Cut up all the words from all the definitions
and create a Dada poem.
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Roll a Portrait
ROLL a PICASSO

ROLL a MIRO

Click the chart below to see how to use it.

Click the chart below to see how to use it.

INSTRUCTIONS:
✓ Click on the video of the dice above.
✓

Push pause during the video to “roll the dice.”
Repeat as needed.

✓

Each dice roll relates to a facial feature on the
charts pictured here.

✓

To “Roll a Picasso” portrait, connect your
dice rolls to the chart on the left.

✓

To “Roll a Miro” portrait, connect your dice
rolls to the chart on the right (or use the chart
in the video).

✓

To mix both styles, use both charts in any
combination you want.
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Portraits across the Disciplines
Check out the suggestions for using this kind of portrait assignment to explore identities
within other disciplines. What other classroom applications do portraits have?

•

What does it mean to
be a mathematician?

•

What does it mean to
be a great writer?

•

What does it mean to
be a historian?

•

What does it mean to
be a scientist?

•

What [insert a math
notation or concept]
mean to a [insert a type
of professional or list
multiple professions to
chose from]?

•

What does [literary
theme] mean
according to [insert
character, or list
multiple character to
chose from]?

•

What does [historical
concept] mean
according to [insert
historical figure, or list
multiple figures to
chose from]?

•

What does [science
concept] mean
according to [insert
scientist here, or list
multiple scientists to
chose from]?
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Creating for Learning
Creating to Learn:

Use unanswered and/or
unanswerable questions
as the creative muse:

✓ Exploring new
knowledge and meaning
in novel and/or joyful
ways

✓ Find and solve genuine
problems through the
five senses

✓ Applying new knowledge

✓ Make personal meaning

through multiple,
meaningful:

from and with new
learning

▪ Perspectives

▪ Disciplines
▪ Settings

“Creativity is a type of learning
process where the teacher and pupil
are located in the same individual.”
~Arthur Koestler

✓ Communicate musings
flexibly through
unpredictable and/or
creative contexts
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Create a Soundtrack
A Soundtrack is an excellent example of a strategy that allows us to create for
learning across the disciplines.
Choose a group of 3-4 people to work with or work individually. Then, click on
one of the content area stickers below to learn how to create your own
soundtrack for that content area.
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Soundtracks for Math
The soundtrack represents students’ understanding of math concepts and mathematical
practices in context. You select the math content, the song(s), and a 10-second sample of
the song(s) based on one of the prompts below.
Grades
K-2
• Select a theme
song for a
mathematical
notation you’re
studying.
• Explain why you
chose the notation
and why you think
your song is a good
theme song for it.
• Collaboratively list
the group’s songs
alphabetically to
create the group
soundtrack.

Grades
3-5

Grades
6-8

Grades
9-12

• Select two theme
songs for the
mathematical
practice you think
is the most
important for
classroom success.

• Select three theme
songs for the
mathematical
practices you think
you need for
personal success.

• Selects three
theme songs for
the mathematical
practices you need
for success in your
dream job.

• Collaboratively
determine which
song is the best
selection from each
list to create the
group’s soundtrack.

• Collaboratively
determine which
song is the best
selection from each
student’s list

• Collaboratively
determine one
song from each
person’s list that
will make it to the
group’s soundtrack
• Justify why your
song made it to the
soundtrack.

• Justify your song
on the soundtrack
and cite evidence.

• Justify each of the
group’s song
choices and cite
evidence.

Other
Options
• Select two songs
that represent the
CCSS Math
standards you
teach.
• Collaboratively
determine one
song from each
person’s list to
create the group’s
soundtrack
• Justify each of the
group’s song
choices and cite
evidence.
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Soundtracks for ELA
The soundtrack represents the text-to-text connections that students make. You select
the text before you begin. Then, select the story, the song(s), and a 10-second sample of
the song(s) based on one of the prompts below.
Grades
K-2

Grades
3-5

Grades
6-8

Grades
9-12

Other
Options

• Selects a theme
song for an
important
character or event
in a story.

• Select two theme
songs for important
characters, events,
or big ideas in the
story.

• Select three theme
songs showing the
most important big
idea or theme in a
story.

• Select three theme
songs showing the
most important big
idea or theme in a
story.

• Select two songs
that represent the
CCSS ELA standards
you teach.

• Justify your choices
for the song and
character/event.

• Collaboratively
determine one
song from each
person’s list that
will make it to the
group’s soundtrack

• Collaboratively
determine which
song is the best
selection from each
list to create the
group’s soundtrack.

• Justify why your
song made it to the
soundtrack and cite
evidence.

• Justify your song
on the soundtrack
and cite evidence.

• Collaboratively
determine which
song is the best
selection from each
student’s list to
create the group’s
soundtrack.

• Collaboratively list
the group’s songs
chronologically
according to the
storyline.

• Justify each of the
group’s song
choices and cite
evidence.

• Collaboratively
determine which
song is the best
selection from each
student’s list
• Justify each of the
group’s song
choices and cite
evidence.
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Soundtracks for Social Studies
The soundtrack represents the text-to-research connections that students make. You
select the text before you begin. Then, select the historical figure or event, the song(s),
and a 10-second sample of the song(s) based on one of the prompts below.
Grades
K-2

Grades
3-5

Grades
6-8

Grades
9-12

• Selects a theme
song for an
important
historical figure or
event.

• Select two theme
songs for the most
important
historical figure or
event.

• Select three songs
that represent how
attitudes toward a
big idea have
changed over time.

• Justify your choices
for the song and
character/event.

• Collaboratively
determine one
song from each
person’s list that
will make it to the
group’s soundtrack

• Select three theme
songs that
communicate
attitude of a
specific historical
figure or event.

• Collaboratively list
the group’s songs
chronologically
according to the
storyline.

• Justify why your
song made it to the
soundtrack and cite
evidence.

• Collaboratively
determine which
song is the best
selection from each
list to create the
group’s soundtrack.
• Justify your song
on the soundtrack
and cite evidence.

• Collaboratively
determine which
song is the best
selection from each
student’s list to
create the group’s
soundtrack.
• Justify each of the
group’s song
choices and cite
historical evidence.

Other
Options
• Select two songs
that represent the
big idea of the
NAGC standards.
• Collaboratively
determine which
song is the best
selection from each
student’s list
• Justify each of the
group’s song
choices and cite
evidence.
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Soundtracks for Science
The soundtrack represents the text-to-research connections that students make. You
select the text before you begin. Then, select the story, the song(s), and a 10-second
sample of the song(s) based on one of the prompts below.
Grades
K-2

Grades
3-5

Grades
6-8

Grades
9-12

• Select a theme
song for an animal,
weather pattern or
habitat you study.

• Select two theme
songs for the crosscutting concept
you think is the
most important for
classroom success.

• Select three theme
songs for the crosscutting concept
you think is the
most important for
classroom success.

• Collaboratively
determine one
song from each
person’s list that
will make it to the
group’s soundtrack

• Collaboratively
determine which
song is the best
selection from each
list to create the
group’s soundtrack.

• Selects three
theme songs for
the cross-cutting
concept you think is
the most important
for classroom
success.

• Justify why your
song made it to the
soundtrack.

• Justify your song
on the soundtrack
and cite evidence.

• Explain your choice
and why you think
your song is a good
theme song for it.
• Collaboratively list
the group’s songs
alphabetically to
create the group
soundtrack.

• Collaboratively
determine which
song is the best
selection from each
student’s list
• Justify each of the
group’s song
choices and cite
evidence.

Other
Options
• Select two songs
that represent the
NGSS standards
you teach.
• Collaboratively
determine one
song from each
person’s list to
create the group’s
soundtrack
• Justify each of the
group’s song
choices and cite
evidence.
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Where is the Evidence of Learning?
Click on the quote to explore the connection between reflection and learning,
or check out the video about revisions called, “Austin’s Butterfly. ” Then,
reflect on this question:
Which is stronger evidence of student learning:
revisions, reflections, or the final product?
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Templates for Reflection
Self-Reflection Templates

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Weekly Learning Log
Goal Setting Worksheet
Prediction-Outcome Organizer
KWFL
KWHL
SWOT
3 Ways to Promote Reflection
15 Reflection Strategies
25 Reflection Questions
Courageous Conversations

Individual Action Plan
Realms of Concern and Influence

Peer Feedback Protocols

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Think-Pair-Share Chart
Check in Circle
Classroom Meeting
Compass Points
Consider Evidence Protocol
Peeling the Onion
Success Analysis
What? So What? Now What?
Wagon Wheels
Writer’s Workshop Feedback
SWOT
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